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The Project

You will begin with 3 topics/themes. Determine your topics
based on a streaming series, a famous musician or group, a
great movie director–your choice must be approved by the
professor. You may NOT use existing art or characters from a
theme unless you make them your own. The art must be
approved by the professor.

01 Create a beer brand with at least 3 different flavors, can
labels, and box packaging. Create OOH advertisings and
promotional material.

02



01
RuPaul's Drag Race, referred to as RPDR, is an American reality competition show
that airs on VH1. Hosted by RuPaul Charles, a famous drag queen,  a diverse cast
of queens compete in skill-based challenges and compete for a cash prize and
the title of America's Next Drag Superstar. 

The show was modeled after Project Runway, Survivor, American Idol, and
America's Next Top Model. The show is known for groundbreaking fashion,
telling vulnerable stories of queer individuals, hilarious fights and catchphrases,
and jaw-dropping entertainment. 

The show now has the US All Stars format for returning queens, an international
version called UK vs the World, as well as franchises in Canada, Australia,
Espana, Thailand, France, UK, and Philippines. It is the most popular show on its
network and one of the most talked about and profitable shows on cable and
streaming

About the Theme



Moodboard
01

bright colors
abstract makeup
bold san-serif
rounded texture
swirls (like candy)



Color Pallette



Type Study - Futura
Futura is a geometric sans-serif typeface designed by
Paul Renner and released in 1927.
It was designed as a contribution on the New Frankfurt-
project. It is based on geometric shapes, especially the
circle, similar in spirit to the Bauhaus design style of the
period.
rounded
bold
forwardness
capitalized



Name of Beer and Brewery

bRUwPAUL Draft Race Co.

RuPaul's Drag Race

Lady Bunny Beer & Flag Fac'try in West Hollywood 



Process
rewatch seasons
Youtube videos
decide diverse set
of queens







Inspiration

Trixie Mattel Gottmik Bianca Del Rio Shea Coulee



















Packaging | 4-Pack












